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Abstract: We study the effect of homodyne detector visibility on the measurement of quadrature
squeezing for a spatially multi-mode source of two-mode squeezed light. Sources like optical
parametric oscillators (OPO) typically produce squeezing in a single spatial mode because
the nonlinear medium is within a mode-selective optical cavity. For such a source, imperfect
interference visibility in the homodyne detector couples in additional vacuum noise, which can
be accounted for by introducing an equivalent loss term. In a free-space multi-spatial-mode
system imperfect homodyne detector visibility can couple in uncorrelated squeezed modes, and
hence can cause faster degradation of the measured squeezing. We show experimentally the
dependence of the measured squeezing level on the visibility of homodyne detectors used to
probe two-mode squeezed states produced by a free space four-wave mixing process in 85Rb
vapor, and also demonstrate that a simple theoretical model agrees closely with the experimental
data.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Quadrature squeezed states of light are useful resources for continuous variable quantum
information protocols [1], precision metrology, and gravitational wave detection [2, 3]. The
measured squeezing level places limits on the fidelity of quantum information protocols [1, 4],
and the sensitivity of phase measurements [3, 5–7]. It is therefore important to understand the
factors that limit the measurement of the squeezing level.
Homodyne detection involves the overlap of a strong local oscillator (LO) with a signal beam
whose quadrature we wish to measure. The visibility of the optical interference in a homodyne
detector is determined by how the intensity distributions of the signal beam and the LO overlap
and how well their phase fronts match. A visibility of unity corresponds to perfect mode matching,
and a lower visibility signifies some degree of mismatch between the modes. A mismatch in the
modes of the LO and the signal beam causes partial overlap of the LO with modes orthogonal
to the signal beam spatial mode, making the homodyne detector sensitive to the noise in those
orthogonal modes.
A squeezed light system such as an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) typically produces
squeezing in a single spatial mode due to the presence of a mode-selective optical cavity. In a
single mode source, any mode mismatch between the signal beam and the LO causes partial
overlap of the LO with vacuum modes. In this case, the effect of imperfect visibility on the
measurement of quadrature squeezing can be modeled by an equivalent optical loss term that
depends on V2, where V is the visibility of the homodyne detector [8–11]. Squeezed light
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sources like four-wave mixing (4WM) in Rb vapor have high single-pass gain and do not generally
use a cavity, and hence they produce multi-spatial-mode squeezed states of light. In such a
system, the signal beam modes (normally chosen with the help of a seed beam) are surrounded
by other squeezed modes. If the spatial modes of the signal beam and the LO do not match, then
the partial overlap of the LO with the modes orthogonal to the signal beam couples in noise from
these orthogonal modes which can be noisier than vacuum modes.
Previous theoretical work on the effects of mode mismatch between the signal and the LO
in homodyne detection [12–14] has dealt primarily with the pulsed generation of single-mode
squeezing and the mixing-in of extra temporal modes as the nonlinear process used to generate
squeezing produces a pulse that is shaped differently from the pump. That is, a one-dimensional
(time) case is treated, where the mode shape of the signal can change, for example with pump
power, and hence the overlap with the LO changes as well. This can lead to a measurement of
squeezing that is reduced at higher powers. This work provides an analogy to what we see here
considering the LO overlap with selected spatial modes in the case of two-mode squeezing. If
we use the LO on one beam to designate the spatial modes of the signal, the mismatch of the
LO for the twin beam from selecting exactly the conjugate modes can be considered analogous
to the local oscillator pulse overlapping neighboring squeezed temporal modes in the case of
pulsed single-mode squeezing. In each case the local oscillator then measures excess noise
in squeezed but uncorrelated neighboring modes. Instead of having the problem of using a
Gaussian LO to measure non-Gaussian modes at high gain as is typically discussed, however,
our problem is not in having the “wrong shape” for the LO, but that there are many relatively
small strongly-squeezed modes, and it is a “placement error” of the second LO in selecting the
desired modes. The selection of the desired modes does not change as the pumping is increased
in the present work, but the noise penalty for a fixed small mode mismatch does. We compare
the predictions of such a theoretical model to measurements in a two-mode squeezing system.
In the case of two-mode squeezing, we measure the squeezing in the joint quadratures of two
correlated modes, by using two homodyne detectors, one on the probe and one on the conjugate,
and electrically combine the signals. Individually, the probe and conjugate are displaced thermal
beams which have higher quadrature noises than vacuum. In a multi-spatial-mode system, the
probe and the conjugate beams are surrounded by spatial modes that show squeezing in their
respective joint quadratures. The local oscillators for each of the probe and conjugate beams need
to address the correlated spatial modes of the probe and the conjugate, as well as to address the
same relative phase in each of them. Any mismatch in the spatial modes of the two LOs and the
probe and the conjugate would couple in the quadrature noises of the spatial modes orthogonal to
the correlated probe and conjugate spatial modes. These additional spatial modes in the probe
and conjugate homodyne detectors could be uncorrelated with each other, and hence add excess
noise to the joint quadrature noise of the correlated probe and conjugate beams. These additional
modes could also be correlated but out of phase with the signal modes, and hence can add excess
noise to two-mode squeezing. In this work, we show how the measurement of squeezing in a
multi-spatial-mode two-mode squeezed light system depends on the visibilities of the homodyne
detectors.
2. Experiment
We use a double lambda 4WM process in 85Rb vapor to produce non-degenerate probe and
conjugate beams which are in a two-mode squeezed state [15, 16]. We send a strong pump beam
(≈500 mW) through hot Rb vapor along with a probe seed beam (derived from the pump and
frequency-shifted by the 3 GHz ground state splitting in 85Rb with an acousto-optic modulator)
that intersects with the pump at an angle of ≈1°. The 4WM process amplifies the probe beam
and produces a conjugate beam, as shown in Fig. 1. The 4WM process uses the χ(3) nonlinearity
in Rb vapor to annihilate two pump photons and produce a probe and a conjugate photon. The
Fig. 1. Schematic of the 4WM process. The blue annulus represents the output region where
there is significant gain. Pairs 1-1’ and 2-2’ are quantum correlated, while there is no quantum
correlation between the modes 1-2’ and 2-1’.
probe and conjugate photons are produced simultaneously and are correlated, which forms the
basis for two-mode squeezing in the system. The angle between the probe seed and the pump
can be varied slightly and the probe will still experience appreciable gain. Additionally, the
gain will remain unchanged if the probe seed is rotated around the pump, so long as the angle
between them remains the same. This defines the annular output region, shown in blue in Fig. 1.
In the absence of a bright probe seed, the modes in this output region are seeded by vacuum
but still experience gain, and thus generally have noise levels greater than vacuum. The probe
spot produced by a bright seed beam is quantum correlated with a bright conjugate spot on the
opposite side of the annulus but not with other spots on the annulus.
To measure the joint quadrature of the two beams, we use two homodyne detectors, one on
the probe, one on the conjugate, and electrically combine the signals (Fig. 2a). We measure the
noise at a frequency of 1 MHz with a resolution bandwidth of 100 kHz using a radio-frequency
spectrum analyzer. We generate the probe and conjugate local oscillators (LO) using a separate
4WM process in the 85Rb vapor. The two LO beams are overlapped with the corresponding
probe and the conjugate signal beams in the two homodyne detectors (Fig. 2a). Generating LOs
in a separate 4WM process similar to the one used for generating the signal beams (the probe and
the conjugate) helps match the LO and signal spatial profiles and phase fronts in the homodyne
detectors, which improves the interference visibility. This becomes particularly important in the
probe homodyne detector as the probe beam suffers lensing due to the cross-Kerr modulation
induced by the pump beam [16]. We keep the power of each of the LOs at approximately 500 µW
and that of the probe and the conjugate in the signal pair at less than 1 µW.We control the powers
of these beams by controlling the power of the seed beam and the gain in each 4WM process.
While the LOs generated in this way are displaced thermal states and have excess noise above
that of a coherent state, the displacement is large with respect to the intensity of the squeezed
vacuum and balanced homodyne measurements on a detector with good common mode rejection
takes out this excess classical noise to a large degree, as can be seen in Ref. [16]. Coherent-state
local oscillators could, alternatively, be generated by frequency-shifting part of the pump beam
in the same way that the probe seed is generated, but then the distortions due to the self-focusing
of the signal beams in the Rb cell would affect the visibilities unless this was compensated for.
The difference due to the excess noise from using the displaced thermal beam LOs would only be
noticeable in our case when the measured squeezing is more than -10 dB.
To study the effect of homodyne detector visibility on the measured level of squeezing, we
keep the visibility at the conjugate homodyne detector fixed, and change the visibility in the
probe homodyne detector only. To adjust the visibility, we use a 3-axis piezo-electric mirror in
the probe LO beam path to displace the LO beam along the two directions in a plane as shown in
LO
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Fig. 2. (a) A setup for joint homodyne detection on the probe and the conjugate beams. (b)
Displacement of probe LO beam (orange region) along two different directions in the cross-
sectional plane using a three-axis piezo-electric mirror. The conjugate LO (green region) is kept
at a constant position.
Fig. 2b. In the homodyne detectors, we measure the visibility by making the LO and the signal
beam equal in power and then measuring the output of one of the ports of the beam splitters. We
measure the maximum power and minimum power coming out of the port as we change the phase
difference between the two beams in the homodyne detector setup. To calculate the visibility, we
use the expression:
V = (max power-min power)
(max power+min power)
. (1)
3. A model for squeezing measurement in a multi-spatial-mode system
Before describing how the homodyne detector visibility affects the measured two-mode squeezing
level, we analyze its effect on the measurement of noise on a single beam. Here we choose the
probe beam for the study (the conjugate would have served equally well). The probe is a displaced
thermal beam, which is noisier than vacuum. The excess noise over that of the vacuum depends
on the gain of the 4WM process and the optical loss in the system. The probe quadrature noise
is independent of the measured quadrature, and hence does not depend on the phase difference
between the probe and its LO in the homodyne detector. While the intrinsic noise on the beam is
set by the optical gain and loss in the source, the measured noise is also affected by the visibility
in the probe homodyne detector.
If the probe beam were surrounded by vacuum modes - a characteristic of a spatially single-
mode system - any mismatch between the LO and the probe spatial mode would couple vacuum
noise into the homodyne detector. The overlap with the quieter vacuum modes would result in a
reduction of the measured noise as the visibility of the homodyne detector is reduced.
Our 4WM system generates light in multiple spatial modes (Fig. 1), so the region surrounding
the bright displaced thermal probe beam is populated with vacuum-seeded thermal light, which
is uncorrelated with the desired conjugate mode. Hence in the homodyne detector a slight
misalignment of the local oscillator will reduce its overlap with the bright seeded probe mode
and will couple in vacuum-seeded modes, which are uncorrelated with the desired mode. These
vacuum-seeded modes in the vicinity of the probe mode typically have experienced approximately
the same gain as the probe mode, and thus have approximately the same noise level as the
probe mode. Therefore, when the LO is shifted away from the bright probe beam the measured
noise level should remain approximately constant even though the detector visibility has been
decreased.
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Fig. 3. (a,b) Probe beam excess noise over shot noise, (c,d) squeezing, and (e,f) anti-squeezing as
a function ofVp2 in the probe homodyne detector. We change the visibility by displacing the
probe LO along the two directions (direction (1): (a,c,e) and direction (2): (b,d,f)) as shown
in Fig. 2b. To plot the theory curves we use the mean of estimated 4WM gain, and the mean
of estimated transmissions on the probe and the conjugate beams across all the data points.
Additionally, we use εp=0.9 and εc=1 (thin solid red curves), and εp=εc=0 (thick solid orange
curves), as defined in the text.
Experimental measurements showing the variation of the measured probe excess noise with
the visibility in the probe homodyne detector can be seen in Fig. 3a and 3b. The two graphs
represent the measured noise as the visibility is reduced by displacing the LO along the two
directions indicated in Fig. 2b. It can be seen that the noise level stays relatively constant as the
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Fig. 4. Theoretical model for gain, loss, and homodyne detector visibility in the measurement of
quadrature squeezing. aˆcoherent,p represents the annihilation operator for the probe seed, aˆtherm,p:
probe mode, aˆtherm,c: conjugate mode, aˆvac: vacuum mode, bˆtherm, p and cˆtherm, c: the additional
probe and conjugate thermal modes uncorrelated to the desired modes. The final properties of
the beams are modeled by applying the operations to the beam from left to right in the figure.
The first element applies gain (G) from Rb vapor. We model all the transmission loss in the
system with a single beamsplitter having transmittance Tloss,p(c) and with vacuum coupling from
the second port. We model the effect of an imperfect visibility in each homodyne detector with
another beam splitter having transmittance Tdet,p(c) = Vp(c)2, and with a weighted sum of vacuum
and an independent thermal mode with the same noise as the signal mode coupling from the
second port. εp and εc represent the fractions of uncorrelated thermal modes entering the second
port of the beam splitters.
visibility is reduced, indicating that the modes surrounding the probe mode have approximately
the same noise level. The slight reduction in the measured noise that can be seen in the plots
may stem from the non-uniformity of the gain across the output region, such that as the LO is
displaced, some of the new thermal modes that are coupled-in are less noisy (experience less
gain) than the probe mode. The error bars here and elsewhere in this paper represent one standard
deviation statistical uncertainties.
We point out that although there are many ways of changing the visibility, one can always
think of the situation by decomposing the LO spatial mode in an orthonormal basis where the
probe beam spatial mode serves as an eigenvector. In this representation, any overlap of the LO
spatial mode with the eigenvectors orthogonal to the probe beam spatial mode couples in the
noise from those orthogonal modes.
Having described qualitatively the dependence of the probe beam excess noise on visibility
in the probe homodyne detector, we now present a model which explains the phenomenon
quantitatively. We use the model to understand the variation of excess probe noise and most
importantly of squeezing with the visibilities in the two homodyne detectors. Figure 4 shows the
elements of the model we will use to explain the experimentally observed squeezing levels. In
our system, the Rb vapor cell serves as the gain medium. The probe beam frequency lies much
closer to a Doppler broadened atomic resonance than does the conjugate beam frequency, and
hence the probe suffers noticeably more loss inside the Rb vapor than the conjugate. To fully
model the gain process, one needs to consider the gain and loss distributed over the length of
the Rb vapor cell [17]. In this work, we simplify the model by assuming a single lossless gain
medium followed by loss. During the propagation and the detection process the beams suffer
extra losses on the optical elements and the diodes used for detection. We model all these losses
using the beam splitters placed in each beam after the lossless gain medium. Another parameter
that affects the measurement of noise in our setup is the cumulative electronic noise floor of
all the devices used in the detection and the noise generated by any scattered light falling on
the diodes. We measure the total noise from the electronic noise floor and the noise due to the
scattered light by blocking the probe seed of the LO and the signal beams. We directly subtract
this extra noise from all our data, and hence do not put this in the model.
We model the effect of imperfect visibility in each homodyne detector with additional
beamsplitters. For a single spatial mode system, the loss of visibility can be modeled using a
beam splitter with transmittance Tdet = V2, whereV is the visibility of the homodyne detector,
and with vacuum coming in the second port (Fig. 4) [8–11]. To account for the coupling of
other modes in our multi-spatial-mode source, we couple in a combination of vacuum and an
uncorrelated thermal mode (having noise equal to that of the signal beams) through the second
port of the beam splitter. The fraction of the uncorrelated thermal mode in the second port of the
beam splitter is given by ε with ε= 1 corresponding to all the modes being thermal, and ε= 0 to
only vacuum modes (Fig. 4). The value of ε may be different for the two homodyne detectors.
We model our system assuming that the spatial modes surrounding the desired signal modes have
noise less than or equal to the desired probe (or conjugate) modes. This is a valid assumption for
a well aligned system.
The methodology used to implement our model is described in detail by Anderson et al. [18].
We find analytical expressions for the quadrature noises of the probe and the conjugate beams
as well as the noises of the joint quadratures using the non-commuting algebra package in
Ref. [19] on the model described in Fig.4. We show the analytical expressions for the probe beam
quadrature noise (∆X2p), the conjugate quadrature noise (∆X2c ), the squeezed joint quadrature
noise (∆X2sq), and the anti-squeezed joint quadrature noise (∆X2Asq) in equations (2-5), where all
the noise powers are normalized to a vacuum level of 1:
∆X2p = (1 + 2(G − 1)ηp)(εp(1 −V2p ) +V2p ) + (1 − εp)(1 −V2p ) (2)
∆X2c = (1 + 2(G − 1)ηc)(εc(1 −V2c ) +V2c ) + (1 − εc)(1 −V2c ) (3)
∆X2sq = 1+(G−1)ηp(V2p +εp(1−V2p ))+(G−1)ηc(V2c +εc(1−V2c ))−2
√
G(G − 1)VpVc√ηpηc
(4)
∆X2Asq = 1+(G−1)ηp(V2p+εp(1−V2p ))+(G−1)ηc(V2c +εc(1−V2c ))+2
√
G(G − 1)VpVc√ηpηc .
(5)
Here Vp and Vc are the probe and conjugate detector visibilities, εc and εp are the fractions
of uncorrelated thermal modes coupled into the probe and conjugate detectors, and the η’s are
related to the beam path losses as ηp =
√
Tloss,p and ηc =
√
Tloss,c .
There are other ways to model the noise level of the independent modes surrounding the signal
mode. In our model, we are mixing together the required proportions of vacuum modes (which
have quite low noise), and thermal modes that have noise equal to the noise of the signal mode
(which is determined by the gain of the 4WM process). An equally valid way to adjust the noise
level of the surrounding modes would have been to model them as pure thermal modes with gain
that could be set independently to the gain experienced by the desired signal beam modes. Of
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Fig. 5. (a) Probe excesss noise and (b) squeezing versus the square of visibility (Vp2) in the
probe homodyne detector. Theory plots are computed using the mean of the estimated values
of the gain, and the probe and conjugate transmissions across all the data points using εc=1
and εp=0 (dashed red curve), εp=0.5 (thick solid red curve), and εp=0.9 (thin solid red curve).
The estimated values are G=3.9±0.8, Tloss,p=59%±11%, and Tloss,c=57%±13% (dashed red
curve), G=3.3±0.3, Tloss,p=68%±5%, and Tloss,c=69%±5% (thick solid red curve), G=3.02±0.04,
Tloss,p=73%±1%,and Tloss,c=77%±1% (thin solid red curve) respectively.
course it is possible that both homodyne detectors would have an imperfect visibility with the
desired probe and conjugate modes, but in such a way that they are both aligned with some other
probe modes, and their associated conjugate modes. In such a fortuitous case the model here
would overstate the effect of imperfect homodyne detector visibility.
The parameters that we use in the model are the 4WM gain, the optical transmissions on
the probe and conjugate beams (in the “loss” region), the fraction of the independent thermal
modes surrounding the probe and conjugate beams, i.e., εp and εc, and the visibilities in the
two homodyne detectors. In our system, the losses on the optical elements and diodes (98%
quantum efficient) amount to 12%-14%. Additionally, we directly measure the visibility in each
homodyne detector. Since the gain and the loss inside the Rb vapor are distributed along the
length of the Rb cell, it is difficult to directly measure them accurately. Here we estimate our
gain and the transmission losses on the probe and the conjugate using the measured data for the
quadrature and joint quadrature noises of the two beams, which we describe below.
Given homodyne detectors with perfect visibilities, the gain, and the probe and conjugate
transmissions in the model could be found from measurements of the probe noise, the conjugate
noise, and the squeezing by solving the systemof three equations shown inEqs. (2-4) above [20,21].
With imperfect visibility in the homodyne detectors it is necessary to first assume values for εc
and εp. Given those values, and the measured homodyne detector visibilities, it is then possible
to calculate the gain, and the probe and conjugate transmissions. For the situation where the
probe seed is aligned to a region of maximum gain and the output spot is smaller than the gain
annulus, it is reasonable to assume that ε should be near 1. For our analysis here we use values
εp=0.9 and εc=1. These choices result in the most consistent values for the loss and gains near
the measured values.
To see this we estimated the value of the gain parameters and the probe and the conjugate
transmissions using other values for εp and εc. While holding εc =1, we perform the same analysis
using the values of εp=0.5 and εp=0 that we did above with εp=0.9, and plot the theoretical
estimates using these values of εp in Fig. 5. We compare these results against the experimental
data taken by changing the probe homodyne detector visibility by moving the probe LO along the
direction (1). The εp=0.5 and εp=0 curves in Fig. 5b do not follow the experimental data well,
and extrapolate to squeezing levels at perfect visibility lower than that experimentally observed at
the highest visibility point. Not evident in the plots is that choosing εp significantly different from
0.9 gives larger variation in the estimated gain and transmission parameters across different data
points taken with the same source conditions, and only with different probe homodyne visibilities.
For instance, choosing values of εc=1 and εp=0, the estimated values turn out to be 3.9±0.8 for
gain, and 59%±11% and 57%±13% for probe and conjugate transmissions respectively. Since
all the data is taken with nominally the same source conditions, the estimated parameters for
different data points should agree closely with each other. Hence, higher variation in estimated
parameters across the data as εp goes to 0 indicates that the correct value of εp is close to 1. We
performed the same analysis for the data taken by changing the visibility along the direction (2)
and observed a similar behavior.
In Fig. 3, we show the probe beam excess noise, the squeezing, and the anti-squeezing as
we change the visibility in the probe homodyne detector. We kept the source conditions (the
gain and the probe and conjugate transmissions) constant and changed only the probe homodyne
detector visibility while taking data. We use the above-mentioned values of the fractions εp
and εc to estimate the gain and the probe and conjugate transmissions by solving the system of
equations at each point. At each point, our estimated value of the gain matches closely with the
gain we measured with a DC power meter. (In the experiment, we measure the gain by using the
relationship,Pconj,DC = (G-1)*Pprobe seed,DC, where Pconj,DC and Pprobe seed,DC are the DC powers
of the conjugate beam and the probe seed beam, respectively). The estimated losses are a little
higher than the optical transmission loss outside the cell mentioned above. This is expected as the
simultaneous action of gain and loss inside the Rb vapor cell places extra losses on the beams.
To obtain a theory curve on each of the plots in Fig. 3, we take the estimated values of the
gain and the optical transmissions at each point and find a mean value of gain and the optical
transmissions across all the data points. Our estimated values are 3.02±0.04 for gain, 73%±1%
for the probe transmission, and 77%±1% for the conjugate transmission for direction (1). The
estimated values for direction (2) are 3.02±0.06 for gain, 72%±2% for the probe transmission,
and 78%±2% for the conjugate transmission. Since the data was taken with nominally constant
source conditions we use the average values of these parameters in addition to the assumed
values of εp and εc. We find that the theory curve agrees well with the data in all the plots. The
uncertainty here and elsewhere in the parameter estimation represents one statistical standard
deviation calculated using the estimated parameter values for all the data points.
It is instructive to compare the results for our multi-spatial-mode system to one producing the
same level of squeezing in a single spatial mode for both the probe and conjugate, i.e., we want to
compare single-spatial-mode and multi-spatial-mode systems that would have the same measured
squeezing level for perfect visibilities in the two homodyne detectors (Vi = 1).To that end we
plot in Fig. 3 the thick solid orange curves calculated using the same gain and transmission values
as for the red curves, but with εp = εc =0. We see that the behavior of the single-spatial mode
system differs significantly from our data for the probe beam excess noise (Figs. 3a and 3b), and
especially for the measured squeezing (Figs. 3c and 3d).
4. Variation in measured squeezing with system gain
Having validated our model in a case where we kept the source operation the same and
intentionally varied the homodyne detector visibility, we now turn to the question of how the
measured squeezing level varies as the gain of the system is changed, holding the homodyne
detector visibility near its maximum value. To study the behavior, we change the gain by using a
combination of varying the one photon detuning of the pump beam and by changing the density
of Rb atoms inside the vapor cell by changing the temperature [17]. We keep the visibilities of the
probe and the conjugate homodyne detectors fixed at 0.986±0.001 and 0.986±0.002 respectively.
For each gain value, we measure the squeezing, anti-squeezing, and the probe and conjugate
beam excess noises (Fig. 6). As noted earlier, the probe beam suffers from lensing due to the
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Fig. 6. Measured squeezing levels as a function of 4WM gain. For each of these data points,
the mean visibilities in the probe and the conjugate homodyne detectors lie within 0.986±0.001
and 0.986±0.002. The estimated values of probe and the conjugate transmissions for the data
points are 74%±2% and 78%±2% respectively. The green data points were taken at a higher
cell temperature, and thus higher rubidium vapor density. The green points show slightly lower
transmission than the blue points but the difference is not significant for the present analysis. We
use the mean values of the estimated transmissions to calculate the theory curves. Additionally,
we use εp=0.9 and εc=1 in plotting the solid and dashed red curves. The thin solid red curve
utilizes the mean visibilities in each homodyne detector and we plot the two thin red dashed
curves with both the visibilities one standard deviation away from the mean values. The x-axis
in the plot represents the estimated 4WM gain from our model. To demonstrate the effect of
visibility in a single-spatial mode system, we plot the thick solid orange curve using the mean
values of the estimated transmissions, the mean homodyne detector visibilities, and by using
εp=εc=0.
cross-Kerr modulation induced by the pump beam. Changing the pump detuning changes this
lensing. The conjugate beam is further detuned from the atomic resonance, and thus is less
strongly affected by the presence of the pump beam. The lensing effect causes the homodyne
detector visibility to change with pump laser tuning. We were able to hold the detector visibilities
at the value quoted above by making small realignments of the beam pointing.
To understand the behavior of the squeezing as a function of gain shown in Fig. 6, we take
εc=1, εp=0.9, and then, as before, solve for the gain, and the probe and conjugate transmissions.
Since we took data without significantly changing the optical losses, we estimated similar values
of probe and conjugate transmissions for all the data points, which are 74% ± 2% and 78% ± 2%
respectively. The red solid curve gives the theoretical prediction from our model taking into
account the surrounding uncorrelated thermal modes. We use the mean of the estimated probe
and the conjugate transmissions across all the data points to calculate the theory curves. Using
our model, we also generate dashed red curves with both homodyne detector visibilities one
standard deviation higher and one standard deviation lower. In agreement with the data, the
model predicts that the measured squeezing level decreases with gain once the gain reaches a
certain value. The thick solid orange curve shows the expected squeezing if εc=εp=0, i.e., if the
squeezed probe and the conjugate modes were surrounded by vacuum rather than noisy thermal
modes. In contrast to the data and multi-spatial-mode theory, in this case the measured squeezing
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Fig. 7. Variation of (a) probe excess noise, (b) conjugate excess noise, and (c) anti-squeezing as a
function of gain. The parameters used here to generate the theory curves are the same used in
generating the theory curves in Fig. 6. The solid red curves assume εp=0.9 and εc=1 and the
orange curves use εp=εc=0, with the probe and conjugate transmission values constant for both
the curves.
would increase monotonically with gain.
We also plot the variation of the probe and conjugate excess noises and the anti-squeezing
as a function of 4WM gain in our system (Fig. 7). Since we took all these data points at high
visibilities in both the homodyne detectors, the difference between the thermal mode coupling
(thin solid red curves) and the vacuum mode coupling (thick dashed orange curves) due to the
loss of the visibility in homodyne detectors is not very significant for these quantities (in contrast
to the squeezing). The purpose of these plots is to check that the model, with the assumption of
constant probe and conjugate transmissions, reproduces all of the observations, which it does.
In most OPO systems for producing squeezed light the measurement of the squeezing level
is limited by the phase noise between the LO and the squeezed state in a homodyne detector,
which in the literature ranges from 0.1o to 3.9o [20, 22, 23]. In OPO systems, single-mode
squeezing levels of 9 dB and 15 dB below the vacuum level have been reported by reducing the
phase noises to 1.5o and 0.1o respectively [20, 22]. In our system, we have phase noises (rms
values) of 0.45o and 0.55o in the probe and the conjugate homodyne detectors, respectively. The
total phase noise is ≈1o, which is sufficiently small that it is not the dominant factor in limiting
the measured squeezing in our experiment. Instead, in the current state of the experiment, the
imperfect visibilities in the two homodyne detectors are the dominant factors in limiting the
measured squeezing. Figure 8 shows the behavior for different visibilities in the two homodyne
detectors. Routinely in the lab we get 98% visibility. As shown earlier we can, when paying
close attention to the visibility, get 98.6%. This limits our measured squeezing to about 4 dB
below the shot noise at a gain of about 3, even though the source is capable of achieving a higher
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Fig. 8. Theoretical squeezing versus gain at different probe and conjugate homodyne detector
visibilities assuming only the thermal mode coupling due to the imperfect visibility. The probe
and the conjugate homodyne visibilities used in the three curves are 98% (thin solid red), 99%
(dashed green), and 100% (thick solid blue). Additionally, we use our estimated values of 74%
probe transmission and 78% conjugate transmission in calculating the theory curves.
gain and a higher level of squeezing. If, in the future, we can shape the probe and conjugate
LO beams to better match the signal beams we should be able to push the visibility further and
improve the measured squeezing level significantly as shown in Fig. 8.
5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated the effect of homodyne detector visibility on squeezing measurements in
our multi-spatial-mode two-mode squeezed state system. Given imperfect visibilities in the two
homodyne detectors and constant transmission losses on the two beams, the measured squeezing
maximizes for a certain gain value and then starts to decrease with increasing gain. The coupling
of excess noise from uncorrelated thermal modes due to the imperfect visibilities in the two
homodyne detectors reduces the measured squeezing much faster than in a single-spatial-mode
squeezed state system where the imperfect overlap in the homodyne detector couples only to
vacuum modes.
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